
6 foolproof ways to get
your startup its �rst 100
customers

Here you are. You’ve had a great idea, beaten all odds and

�nally found your very own startup.

Congratulations.

Guess all you have to do now is just sit out the hangover

from last night’s celebratory drinks and wait for all that cash

to �y in . After all, you’ve built a product that will �y off

the shelves .

Hate to break it to you: there is no such thing as a product

that sells itself.

You may think you just got past the hardest part, but getting

your product market-ready is just the beginning. Your

product may be the best thing to ever happen to earth, if no

one is paying money for it, it’ll be dead in the water in no-

time. And you’ll be lying right next to it, with another kind

of hangover. Not a celebratory one.

https://blog.salesflare.com/


In startups, nothing happens automagically. Unless you make

it happen.

For the next 10 minutes you can just sit tight. We’ll be laying

out 6 strategies you can get started with today to land your

�rst 100 customers. Then, you’ll be out on your own again.

Ready to launch your startup into the stratosphere .

. . .

https://salesflare.com/get/crm-b173/


1. Ask friends. And their friends. And
their friends. 

Start with your existing network. Talk to the people you

know and the people they know. It may not yet be a huge

amount of people, but there should be a few interesting

connections among your friends and family.

Ask about pains. Listen. Validate your idea. Don’t go all-in

on selling right away. You’re still a startup and customer

feedback is your magic potion to becoming the best you can

be. Don’t make the mistake of not drinking it. In early

customer development you’re not selling, you’re learning.

Try to get ahold of the pains these people are experiencing

with the concept you’re trying to build a business around.

How do you do this? What’s great about it? What sucks about

it? Have you tried anything else? What did you think?

This is not just to get your �rst customers. Chances are as an

entrepreneur you’re not the most smooth-talking sales man

of all time. Trying to sell your product to people you’re

comfortable talking to is the �rst step to getting you in the

game of becoming a natural at pitching.

In the process, aim to expand your existing network. People

in your network are likely to have networks themselves. Look

for:

Other business owners: they may have an existing

customer base that is a �t for your product as well

Investors: if your startup has been funded, ask your

investor to spread the word. Investors usually have

great networks.



Ask for introductions. The great thing about networking is

that you never know what you can get out of it. So, when

you’re standing there doubting whether you should talk to

that one guy, keep in mind that that guy may have the

network you’ve been dreaming of.

TL;DR

talk to the people you know and the people they know

ask about pains, listen, validate your idea

you’re not selling, you’re learning

get ahold of the pains

expand your network with other business owners and

investors

ask for introductions

2. Blog away. 

There’s tons of reasons why you should blog. In fact, you

should have started way before you started looking around

for ways to grow your startup. But hey, better late than

never, right?

People hate ads.

Ads follow people around. They’re annoying and put off

rather than attract. Blogs on the other hand still spark a

feeling of trust and authenticity. It’s the best way to tell your

product’s story.

. . .

. . .



Blogs generate need. Need generates demand.

Blogging is by all means a long-term strategy. It takes hard

work and you won’t see signi�cant results right away. But it’s

worth it, because blogs have the unparalleled ability to slow-

cook an idea into the heads of your readers.

The Kissmetrics blog is a terri�c example of this idea. When I

started out working with metrics, I couldn’t see myself using

anything else than Google Analytics. It’s easy, it’s good and

it’s free. But while making my way through startup

marketing, I found myself regularly reading well-written

posts over at Kissmetrics’ blog. Stuff like ‘Smart Marketers

use Smart Metrics’ or ‘Key Customer Metrics You Need To Be

Tracking’. Over time, I started to value metrics a lot higher

and at some point I just went overboard. Let’s check out

Kissmetrics! Today, I’m not only using it, I’m recommending

it to other people.

Blogs drive traf�c.

Companies that blog typically have 97% more inbound links

than those that don’t. That’s massive.

https://www.quicksprout.com/2013/12/13/why-every-business-should-blog/


How? Some kind of SEO witchcraft. But you can easily get in

on it.

Crafting content is the best way to boost your Google

rankings on those keywords you’ve so carefully selected.

Blogging puts you in full control of the type of content and

keywords you want to be associated with. If you’re doing

well, people will start linking to you, growing your online

visibility and network. This in turn will lead to new

opportunities. Once set up properly, your blog will be an

autonomous traf�c machine.

You can turbocharge this whole process by using guest

blogging to build relationships with top in�uencers in your

space.

Your shortcut to thought leadership.

With your writing, you should aim to become a contributor

on reputable publications from your industry. This will allow

you to tap into the power and network of already established

communities.

If no one has ever heard about you, you have zero credibility.

Awesome content, published and shared around on great

sites will lay your �rst bricks towards building a reputation.

If you’re looking for inspiration to get started, Neil Patel is

your go-to man.

TL;DR

people hate ads

blogging is the best way to tell your product’s story

blogs generate need, needs generate demand

. . .
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blogs drive traf�c

crafting quality content is the quickest rank to make

Google like you

turbocharge the process by guest blogging

your shortcut to thought leadership

3. Find your internet tribe. Blend in. 

Be where your customers are. The internet links billions of

pages on every subject you can possibly think of to each

other — and to people. Somewhere out there there must be a

place where they’re talking about your industry, niche or

problem.

These are the places where the Internet is most alive and

kicking. They drive social news, with up — and downvotes

deciding whether something ends up on the front-page of the

internet. This is the kind of news that tends to get a lot more

traction with early startup customers than traditional news

coverage would get you.

. . .



Find these communities and become part of the tribe. Look

for places where people are either looking for a product like

yours or asking questions you can help them out with. You’ll

�nd customers, trade advice, build network and sharpen

skills. All of which will help both you and your business

grow.

This is exactly how Zapier co-founder Wade Foster found his

�rst customer in Andrew Warner. Warner is the founder of

Mixergy, one of the best podcasts out there for

entrepreneurs. Not bad for a �rst customer, eh? All it took

was Warner posting about an ache he had StackExchange, a

forum on web applications. Foster went in for the kill.

https://zapier.com/blog/anatomy-of-sale-or-how-andrew-warner-became-our-first-paying-user/
http://mixergy.com/
https://stackexchange.com/sites


Foster reached out to Warner via cold email (more on that

later) and the rest is history.

Here’s some ready-cooked inspiration for you to go and

connect with the like-minded:

Reddit

There’s tons of cats, GIFs and memes on Reddit. There are

also topic-dedicated forums, called subreddits. Hunt down

the ones that are relevant to you and leave your mark.

Quora

Quora is meant to surface the best answer to every question

out there. It was created for people to share the unique

information that’s in their heads.

https://reddit.com/
http://quora.com/


Why do we sleep?

What are the best stories about people randomly

meeting Steve Jobs?

What are some examples of animals showing unusual

intelligence?

Quora holds a huge database of high-quality content and a

living community of experts and in�uencers. For

entrepreneurs, it’s a great way to get quality advice and get

in touch with early customers looking for answers. Just make

sure you’re right there when someone is asking that one

question you have the perfect solution to.

Product Hunt

New apps and products are launched every single day. If

you’re always on the hunt for the best of the stack (like

myself), you’ll feel right at home at Product Hunt. It started

out as a mailing list and quickly grew into a website where

members could upvote the best new products to the top of

the page.

http://producthunt.com%24/
http://ryanhoover.me/post/69599262875/product-hunt-began-as-an-email-list


Today, Product Hunt is a full-on community of tech

enthusiasts that act as a launchpad for the new kids on the

block. Getting featured is likely to get you a nice spike in

traf�c (euphemism) and at least a handful of new customers.

Make sure to check out these best practices if you want to

give it a shot.

The Ultimate Playbook to blowing your Product Hunt

Launch out of the water

by Gilles DC (yours truly)

How I launched the #1 most upvoted product of all time

on Product Hunt

by Bram Kanstein 

Product Hunt: Beyond being featured

by Darren Bounds

Top 7 Product Hunt Best Practices For A Successful

Campaign

by Luc Hancock

https://blog.salesflare.com/the-ultimate-playbook-to-blowing-your-product-hunt-launch-out-of-the-water-238ebed90262
https://medium.com/u/2998763b5977
https://medium.com/startup-grind/how-i-launched-the-2-most-upvoted-product-of-all-time-on-product-hunt-f3772fb20ad8#.rfzewss2h
https://medium.com/u/a2fc51212652
https://medium.com/@dbounds/product-hunt-beyond-being-featured-a4b2761794e3#.gt4rizy7n
https://medium.com/u/37d3f773ce0e
https://blog.biggerpan.com/top-7-product-hunt-best-practices-for-a-successful-launch-campaign-bc494871544f#.pohmslrva
https://medium.com/u/66400774b7a9


Bonus

GrowthHackers — for growth marketing news and ideas

HackerNews — for general tech news and discussions

Growth.org — for growth marketing inspiration and

discussion

StackOver�ow — for programming issues

Designer News — for designer news and inspiration

The Moz Community — for groundbreaking SEO tactics

Product & Growth — Facebook group on growth

marketing

SaaS Growth Hacks — Facebook group speci�callyfor

SaaS founders and marketers

TL;DR

be where your customers are

you’ll �nd customers, trade advice, build network and

sharpen skills

unicorn story: Wade Foster reeling in Andrew Warner

of Mixergy

reddit, Quora, Product Hunt

GrowthHackers, Growth.org, StackOver�ow,

DesignerNews, Moz

Facebook groups

. . .

. . .
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4. Email in the cold. 

“Stick a fork in cold email because it is done.”

I’ve heard and read this many times. I found it to be untrue.

People who claim cold emails don’t work, don’t know how to

write good cold emails. What is a good cold email? Whenever

you’re writing one, just ask yourself:

From the subject line: would I open this or would I

instantly trash it?

Would I read this? Would I read this to the end?

Would I reply to this?

Boiled down, you’ll �nd bad emails share these

characteristics:

Salesy

Generic wording

. . .



No drive for a reply

Good emails are usually:

Contextual

Conversational and light of tone

To the point

Clear call-to-action

Flashback to Wade Foster and Andrew Warner. This is the

email Wade wrote after �nding out about Andrew’s question

on StackExchange:

Note how Wade is just striking up a conversation here, as if

he was chatting with Andrew. In his reply, Andrew said he

was in need of a Wufoo Aweber integration and whether



Foster and his team had already built it. They hadn’t at that

point. But Zapier took care of it right away. Andrew was in.

If you’re just starting out building up your network, you

simply won’t be able to do without cold email. It’s a scaleable

yet personal way of getting in touch with all kinds of people.

Besides getting �rst customers, you can use it to connect

with in�uencers, pitch to investors, build relations with

partners and share with press. Just aim at making a real

connection and make sure to stand out from the rest. Humor

works like a charm.

I’ll leave you with MailShake’s Playbook on Mastering The

Craft of Sending Sales Emails That Convert.

TL;DR

email is still the backbone of the internet

only send emails you would open yourself, read (to the

end) yourself and reply to yourself

avoid salesy, generic wording — include drive for reply

go for contextual, conversational and to the point with

a clear CTA

use it for customers, investors, in�uencers, partners

and press

aim at making a real connection

humor works

. . .

. . .

https://zapier.com/
http://mailshake.com/
https://playbook.mailshake.com/


5. Give stuff for free 

People love getting free stuff. As a business owner you might

like giving free stuff a bit less. Good thing you don’t care

about money right now, right? You want to get as much

people behind you and your product as possible. Free it is!

Beta-testers

If your product is SaaS, having users test it for free can be

incredibly valuable. It will build up an initial user base and

help you to re�ne your product-market �t. There’s also an

exclusivity to putting up your product for beta, which will

help attract users once your app is really live.

One reason Slack was able to skyrocket from the very start

was to hook up on initial media coverage by offering a beta-

version to selected companies. Hell yeah, I want to be part of

this thing that will kill email, sign me up!

If you feel all stoked and inspired right now, check out this

great guide to get 100 beta signups for your app with zero

dollars.

https://slack.com/
https://www.cnet.com/news/flickr-founder-plans-to-kill-company-e-mails-with-slack/
https://artplusmarketing.com/how-to-get-the-first-100-beta-signups-for-your-startup-with-zero-marketing-budget-5d4310815712#.sf64su3e7


Free trial

Offering a free trial of your SaaS is not so much a tactic as it

is a must. How would you expect users to start paying for

your product if they have no idea what it feels like to actually

use it? The threshold to try out your app becomes a lot lower.

Free trials will drive users, traf�c and virality.

Freemium

Another way of playing around with free stuff is to put up a

part of your product for free, while excluding other, powerful

features. Here’s an example of Hootsuite, a popular social

media management tool.

Hootsuite offers free plans for individuals who want to

manage up to three social accounts. Plus business plans for

those who need more.

This approach allows users to get to know the bene�ts of

using Hootsuite with just enough main features to know that

they want more.

This works because most social media users, even

individuals, will have more than three pro�les to manage.

https://hootsuite.com/


With plans starting quite low at $9.99, it’s easy to give in and

upgrade.

TL;DR

beta-testers will help you reach product-market �t and

creates exclusivity

free trials drive users, traf�c and virality

freemium is a proven winner

6. Af�liate marketing: pay your
in�uencers 

For the sake of getting a lot of users as quickly as possible,

af�liate marketing can be a powerful strategy. The risk is low

and the reward high. You only pay for actual conversions, not

for traf�c driven to your website. Real users at a limited cost.

Here’s how it works:

1. Af�liate gets personal URL

To track which af�liate is driving the traf�c

2. Af�liate markets your product

There’s several ways they can do this. They can use paid

traf�c like AdWords, make a YouTube video or a

podcast, send out cold emails, write blog posts etc.

Possibilities are endless.

3. Visitor converts

One of the visitors driven by your af�liate ends up

becoming a paying customer of yours.

. . .

. . .



4. Af�liate receives commission:

The af�liate receives a commission you agreed upon for

bringing the customer to you.

You can think of af�liate marketing as outsourced marketing.

Others bring in visitors and you only pay if those visitors

become paying customers. On top of that it’s great for SEO

as you’ll get content and backlinks from af�liates driving

traf�c to your website.

Af�liate partnerships are also a great way to get in�uential

bloggers to write about you. Bloggers are all about passive

income, so you can bet they’d at least be interested if you

offer them real money.

PartnerStack is a great place to get started with af�liate

marketing. Their platform is all about turning your

customers and in�uencers into marketeers that help grow

your startup.

In fact, if you have a blog and are looking to make an extra

buck, you should take a look at our newly launched Sales�are

In�uencer Program. We currently offer 30% monthly

commission on every paid sign-up you bring in, for as long

as the customer is with us.

. . .

http://growsumo.com/
https://salesflare.growsumo.com/


TL;DR

risk is low and the reward high

you only pay for actual conversions, not for traf�c

driven to your website.

think of it as outsourced marketing

great for SEO with content and backlinks from

af�liates driving traf�c to your website

something to convince in�uential bloggers to write

about you

Fall down 7 times, get up 8! 

Time for a little recap:

Use your existing network

Start blogging

Dive into online communities

Cold email

Give stuff for free

Af�liate marketing

Get it into your head that you need to start connecting with

people. Without customers your beloved little baby is going

to die. We know it and you know it, so you better get to work.

The  here is to embrace failure. There’s an old Japanese

proverb that says:

. . .

. . .



“Fall down 7 times and get up 8 times”

 click to tweet

Fear of selling isn’t an option here. You need to get up on

that horse and start �nding out the best ways to �nd

customers for your startup. Whenever you get knocked down,

just lift yourself up again and try something else. Something

will stick.

I’ll have Shia LaBeouf take it from here to get you all psyched

and ready to go in for the kill:

Shia LaBeouf "Just Do It" Motivational Speech (OriShia LaBeouf "Just Do It" Motivational Speech (Ori……

How are you planning to get your �rst 100 customers? Or if

you’re playing in the big boy’s league already: how did your

startup gets his �rst 100 customers? Lets us know in the

comments or give us a shout @sales�are on Twitter!

. . .

https://ctt.ec/Xb6D4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZXsQAXx_ao0
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC0yDCpC_UaXEdL6Zc4715rg
https://ctt.ec/Cbc02


We hope you liked this post. If you did, spread the word!

 You can follow @sales�are on Twitter, Facebook and

LinkedIn.

Like it? Share it 

Facebook LinkedIn Twitter WhatsApp Reddit

. . .
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